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Abstract—Currently, many texts are synthesized using a 
computer. Sentence synthesis is becoming more common in 
various fields. For example, it is used in intelligent systems that 
can explain to the user the progress of solving a specific problem, 
decision support systems that help the user make decisions 
based on the developed alternative, smart homes, voice 
assistants, chat bots, and so on. Machine learning is one of the 
most effective approaches to solving the problem of text 
synthesis. Machine learning algorithms can determine how to 
perform important tasks by analyzing examples. In the task of 
synthesizing sentences using machine learning, it is possible to 
replace a number of components of the entire system with 
neural networks, which allows not only to approach existing 
algorithms in quality, but even to significantly surpass them. 
The article investigates analogous sentence synthesis systems, 
considers the problem of sentence synthesis in the Kazakh 
language for the task of a question-answer system. This work 
consists of two subtasks. The first describes the collection and 
processing of text resources necessary to solve the problem. For 
this subtask, an electronic question-answer corpus for the 
Kazakh language was collected and processed. This corpus 
consists of 60,000 questions and answers on various topics. The 
second sentence synthesis problem was solved on the basis of 
machine learning using the seq2seq method. Based on the 
chosen method and the assembled corpus, a number of 
experiments were carried out and the results were obtained. 
Based on the results obtained, the quality was assessed using the 
BLEU metric and an expert.

Keywords— Kazakh language, sentence synthesis, machine 
learning, seq2seq method. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Revealing the formal structures of a natural language 
(NL), formalizing the language as a whole, building a 
constructive theory and a computer model of language have 
been the priority areas of computer science over the past 
decades. Information retrieval systems, dialogue systems, 
tools for machine translation and auto-referencing, 

rubricators and spellchecking modules, analyze natural 
language texts in one way or another. Thus, the field of 
application of automatic text processing systems is quite 
diverse, and in view of the large growth in the volume of 
textual information and its complex structuredness, the 
analysis of NL-texts is a very urgent problem [1].

Achievements of recent years in the field of modern logic, 
artificial intelligence and computational linguistics have 
created new prerequisites for researching the nature of 
morphological, syntactic, semantic and word-formation 
relationships in NL and building its functional model.

One of the topical trends in this area is the  problem – the 
synthesis (generation) of a natural language. The results of 
synthesis models are used in such applied problems as speech 
technologies, automatic text correctors, humanoid robotics, 
etc.

There are various scientific approaches and methods for 
solving the synthesis problem for a particular language.

At the present stage, computer modeling systems of 
written dialogues in natural language use complex 
algorithms. In particular, a special markup language for 
Artificial Intelligence AI (Artificial Intelligence Markup 
Language) was developed, used to create virtual agents (or 
bots). Bots that simulate a dialogue with an interlocutor are 
used in computer games and on corporate web pages, for 
example, to answer user questions about the capabilities of a 
mobile operator or a retail network.

Machine learning-based chatbots are a type of chatbot that 
helps users interact with technologies and automate tasks. 
Advances in artificial intelligence, machine learning, natural 
language processing and data analysis have stimulated their 
rapid perception. Chatbots are currently becoming 
increasingly popular in many fields such as business, 
banking, healthcare, education, travel and more. Companies 
that were the first to integrate with voice assistants will have 
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the opportunity to become new customer assistants. The first 
examples are already there.   Alice, Papa John's, McDonald's, 
S7 Airlines will help customers get the necessary information 
and order services. "Spoken speech" hides speech recognition 
and synthesis technologies, natural language understanding 
technology, machine learning algorithms.

Today, chatbot technology is available even to small 
businesses, and its popularity is growing due to the growing 
social penetration. Today there are networks and messengers 
that are used by more than 2 billion people. Thanks to this, 
business is increasingly dependent on working on the 
Internet, and the chatbot market, according to research And 
Market, has reached 2 2 billion and continues to grow by 30% 
annually. At the same time, it should be noted that the chatbot 
technology itself works not only in the Western and 
technological markets. For example, in neighboring Russia, 
according to Accenture, last year the chatbot market 
amounted to about 1.5 billion rubles. According to experts, it 
will grow by 30% annually, which will amount to 400-600 
million rubles a year.

In Kazakhstan, businesses and government agencies are 
gradually mastering chatbots as channels of communication 
with citizens. For example, the "duty service 109" of Astana 
has its own bot. Through it, you can send appeals on issues 
of a communal nature. The bot "Kazpost" allows you to track 
parcels by track code and sends a notification about their 
status. Through it, you can get information about the nearest 
post offices. Several Kazakh banks have their own chatbots 
in Telegram and Facebook Messenger. Bot 
@KZPhoneOperatorBot allows you to calculate the mobile 
operator by phone number. The universal bot DARVIS has 
added to this list.

II. RELATED WORKS

There are various scientific approaches and methods for 
solving the synthesis problem for a particular language. Some 
of them will be presented below. Various random text 
generators are available online for English, German and other 
languages. One of them, Randomtextgenerator, generates 
some text with a slight change in parameters. For this 
program, texts are available for European languages, mainly 
with Latin roots.

Several systems and paid platforms have been developed 
for the Russian language. One of them is the Morfer 
( ) system, designed for declension of words and 
phrases. The program has been implemented at hundreds of 
enterprises in Russia, near and far abroad and is in increasing 
demand [2].

The construction of auto-correctors is faced with a 
number of fundamental and not yet fully resolved problems: 
compact storage of dictionaries, effective methods of 
morphological and syntactic analysis, etc. A system that 
fulfills the functions of a scientific editor, a person who 
performs literary and scientific editing of scientific and 
technical texts, is required [3]. Auto-correctors for Russian 
text: Spelling ( ), Advego, ORFO ( ), 
LINAR, ( ) etc. 

«Rifmach» (« ) is a program for generating 
congratulations according to the specified parameters 
(gender, age, hobby, occupation, character name) [4]. 
«Textgen» is a paid text generator on a given topic. The 
generated text contains nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs 

[5]. These automatic text generators allow you to quickly 
create a unique text on a given topic that meets most of the 
rules of only Russian grammar.

Of the Turkic languages for the generation or synthesis of 
text, there are more works in the Turkish language, for other 
languages from this group there are almost no studies. Below 
are the works on generating text for Turkish language.

The study [6] used a functional linguistic theory called 
system-functional grammar (SFG) and the FUF text 
generation system as a software tool. The final text generation 
system takes a semantic description of the text, sentence by 
sentence, and then produces a morphological description for 
each lexical component of the sentence. The morphological 
descriptions were compiled by a Turkish morphological 
generator.

In [7], the most common grammatical constructions of the 
Turkish language and their implementation in FUF are 
considered. Other parts of the grammar, such as complex 
sentences, and the general generation system, including an 
application program that maps cross-language 
representations of sentences to their lexicalized semantic 
representations, are under development. FUF version 5.2 is a 
natural language generator with the use of grammar 
unification techniques. The program consists of two main 
modules: a unifier and a linearizer. The combiner takes as 
input a semantic description of the text to be generated and 
the grammar of the union, and produces a rich syntactic 
description of the text as output. The linearizer interprets this 
syntactic description and produces a sentence.

In [8], a model is presented that generates new meaningful 
Turkish sentences using a class-based n-gram model from 
sentences in the original dataset. To realize the creation of 
sentences, a trigram model is proposed, and sentences are 
generated from words or groups of words in a sentence up to 
the number of groups associated with them. Thus, new 
proposals are generated, none of which was identical to the 
other.

In the last couple of years, there has been a big 
breakthrough in text generation using neural networks. In 
2018, the OpenAI organization pre-trained a neural network 
GPT built on the Transformer architecture on a large amount 
of text. It turned out that if you replace the last couple of 
layers and retrain it for a specific task (this approach is called 
Fine Tuning, and it is widely used in machine learning), then 
it breaks previous records for a wide range of tasks at once. 
At the end of 2018, Google created its own neural network 
BERT. They seriously improved the result by making the 
neural network bi-directional, unlike GPT. Not wanting to 
give up, in February 2019, OpenAI increased its GPT by 10 
times at once and trained it on an even larger volume of text 
– on 8 million Internet pages (a total of 40 GB text). The
resulting GPT-2 network is currently the largest neural 
network, with an unprecedented number of parameters of 1.5 
billion (BERT in the largest model had 340 million, and the 
standard BERT 110 million) [9-10].

As a result, GPT-2 was able to generate entire pages of 
connected text with repeated mentions of the names of the 
characters in the course of the story, quotes, references to 
related events, and so on. Developments with bidirectional 
transformers have also shown better preservation and 
understanding of the context in the model. This paved the 
way for the newly developed modern language model 
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Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformer 
(BERT), as the transformer-encoder is an integral part of the 
BERT system. BERT vastly outperforms many of the current 
NLP language models in a variety of tasks and provides a 
solid foundation for the newly developed language model. 
Combinations of pre-trained language models BERT as an 
encoder and a separate decoder are widely used to generate a 
summary of the input text. The disadvantage of this model is 
its preferential training on texts from Wikipedia. In GPT-2, 
large arrays of texts were taken from various sites, which 
gives it more lexical diversity. The advantage of BERT is the 
availability of European multilingual models.

The above presented research and development carried 
out in the world refers to the research topic of the project. The 
disadvantage of the developed systems is that they cannot be 
applied to the Kazakh language, since it is agglutinative with 
a complex morphological and lexical form, and semantics 
dependent sentence structure. The expected scientific and 
practical results of the proposed project will not be inferior to 
the existing analogues.

III. DATA SET FOR WORK

This paper proposes a method for the synthesis of the 
Kazakh language based on machine learning. Due to the fact 
that the Kazakh language is a low-resource language and does 
not have high-quality and processed and accessible electronic 
resources, the first task is to collect and process data for 
research. 

In the task of synthesis in a particular case for a chatbot 
system for the Kazakh language, the volume and quality of 
resources play an important role. The chatbot is trained to 
develop self-awareness by text, and we can teach it how to 
communicate with people. The more data there is, the more 
effective machine learning is.

When creating a chatbot for the synthesis of texts in the 
Kazakh language, the first step will be to collect data. The
first step in any machine learning process is data preparation. 
For this reason, first of all, the data necessary for training a 
chatbot was collected. A corpus of 60000 questions and 
answers was assembled. The corpus is given in parallel, that 
is, the questions and answers are in separate files. For 
example, Figure 1 below shows a corpus consisting of 
questions.

Fig. 1.  A corpus consisting of questions

Now the answers to these questions will be collected in a 
separate corpus. This is shown in Figure 2. 

Fig. 2. A corpus consisting of answers

The most difficult job when working with machine 
learning is the data collection process. Because according to
this data, our chatbot will respond. In the process of doing the 
work, a number of difficulties arose. One of them was from 
among the low-resource languages of the Kazakh language, 
so there were no ready-made buildings for teaching with 
parallel dialogue. Therefore, the dialog corpus was 
assembled, cleaned, translating works in another language, 
which required a very long time. In the course of the work, 
many chatbot systems were translated into English, a corpus 
of 60000 sentences was assembled and released. The 
collected and processed data are available at the link[11]. 

IV. KAZAKH LANGUAGE SYNTHESIS METHOD BASED ON 

MACHINE LEARNING   

The second step is to create a model after data collection. 
Neural machine translation (NMT) technology and the 
seq2seq model were used to implement machine learning.

NMT is a machine translation method using a large global 
neural network. Seq2Seq is a type of encoder-decoder model 
that uses a recurrent neural network (RNN). It can be used as 
a model for machine interaction and machine translation. It 
consists of two RNNs: an encoder and a decoder. The encoder 
takes a sequence (sentence) as an input signal and processes 
one character (word) for each time period. Its purpose is to 
convert a sequence of characters encoding important 
information in a sequence into a vector of a fixed vector 
property when you lose unnecessary information. The data 
flow in the encoder along the time axis can be represented as 
a flow of local information from one end of the chain to the 
other. The Kazakh language synthesis model will work on the 
basis of machine learning according to the model shown in 
Figure 3.
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Fig. 3.  Encoder-decoder architecture – example of a general approach 
for NMT. 

An encoder converts a source sentence into a "meaning" 
vector which is passed through a decoder to produce a 
translation.

In neural machine translation, a sequence of elements is a 
set of words that are processed sequentially. The encoder 
processes each element of the input sequence, translating the 
received information into a vector called a context (context). 
After processing the entire input sequence, the encoder passes 
the context to the decoder, and then starts generating the 
output sequence element by element. The context associated 
with machine translation is a vector (an array of numbers), 
and the encoder and decoder, in turn, are often repetitive 
neural networks.

Specifically, an NMT system first reads the source 
sentence using an encoder to build a "thought" vector, a 
sequence of numbers that represents the sentence meaning; 
a decoder, then, processes the sentence vector to emit a 
translation, as illustrated in Figure 3. This is often referred to 
as the encoder-decoder architecture [12]. 

In this paper, we consider as examples a deep multi-layer 
RNN which is unidirectional and uses LSTM as a recurrent 
unit. We show an example of such a model in Figure 4. In this 
example, we build a model to answer the question from the 

well). At a high level, the NMT model consists of two 
recurrent neural networks: the encoder RNN simply 
consumes the input source words without making any 
prediction; the decoder, on the other hand, processes the 
target sentence while predicting the next words[12].

Fig. 4.  Neural machine translation – example of a deep recurrent 
architecture. 

Here, "<s>" marks the start of the decoding process while 
"</s>" tells the decoder to stop. 

We now describe an instance of the attention mechanism 
proposed in (Luong et al., 2015), which has been used in 
several state-of-the-art systems including open-source 
toolkits such as OpenNMT and in the TF seq2seq API in this 

tutorial. We will also provide connections to other variants of 
the attention mechanism [12].

Fig. 5.  Attention mechanism – example of an attention-based NMT 
system as described in (Luong et al., 2015) . 

We highlight in detail the first step of the attention 
computation.

As illustrated in Figure 5, the attention computation 
happens at every decoder time step. It consists of the 
following stages:

The current target hidden state is compared with all 
source states to derive attention weights. 

Based on the attention weights we compute a context 
vector as the weighted average of the source states.

Combine the context vector with the current target hidden 
state to yield the final attention vector.

The attention vector is fed as an input to the next time step 
(input feeding). The first three steps can be summarized by 
the equations below[12]:

=
 ( ( , ))

 ( ( , ))
(1)   

= (2)

= ( , )=tan( [ ; ])             (3)

score( , )=
tanh( + )

(4)

It may not be entirely clear how the problem of the dialog 
system is related to machine translation, but they are very 
similar. Providing answers during a conversation in a chatbot 
is no different from translating a sentence in English into 
German in a machine translation system. Both translational 
and conversational tasks require the model to match one 
sequence to another. Comparing the sequence of English 
lexemes with German is very similar to displaying the 
expected response of a dialogic system to natural language 
questions in a conversation. But we will need a lot more data 
so that the chatbot can tell the story. Specifically, the volume 
of our case should be large [13].
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V. RESULTS

During the training process, we used python programs and 
open source libraries. The tutorial used is available at the link 
[12]. The training was performed using the following code on 
this resource:
!python -m nmt.nmt.nmt \ 

--src=en --tgt=vi \ 
--vocab_prefix=./nmt_data/vocab  \ 
--train_prefix=./nmt_data/train \ 
--dev_prefix=./nmt_data/tst2020  \ 
--test_prefix=./nmt_data/tst2021 \ 
--out_dir=./nmt_model \ 
--num_train_steps=12000 \ 
--steps_per_stats=100 \ 
--num_layers=2 \ 
--num_units=128 \ 
--dropout=0.2 \ 
--metrics=bleu [9]

The case is loaded next. To do this, first of all, the mnt_data 
folder was opened, and the entire corpus was loaded there. 
The parallel building was divided into parts: 
Train.en-questions used for training-56796 sentences
Train.vi-answers used for training-56796 sentences
Tst2020. en-questions used for testing -1604 sentences
Tst2020.vi-answers to testing-1604 sentences
Tst2021. en-questions used for testing - 1600 sentences
Tst2021.vi-answers to testing-1600 offers
Vocab.en-a dictionary created from a file of questions used 
in training
Vocab.vi is a dictionary built from the answer files used in 
the training
With the help of these files, training begins. Hyperparameters 
were set, the step was 12000, the number of layers was 2, and 
the bleu metric was given as a metric. One question that is 
often asked by people who are just starting to learn NLP is 
how to evaluate the system when the result of the system is 
text. BLEU (Bilingual Understudy Evaluation) is an 
algorithm for evaluating the quality of text translated from 
one natural language to another natural language into 
machine translation. The very first experiment was conducted 
with a parallel corpus of 7500 sentences. Test2020-there were 
1604 offers, Test2021-1600 offers, Train - 4296 offers. In the 
following queues, the number of buildings increased and 
experiments were carried out. The last Test2020 was 
conducted with 1604 offers, Test2021-with 1600 offers, 
Train-with 56796 offers and gave the highest result. Bas 
Bleu-17.1 showed the result. To check the correctness of the 
model and the operation of the program, the results of the 
work were transferred to an expert linguist. In the evaluation 
document, the results are obtained in the form of a response 
to each question. Each answer is scored between 0-1 points. 
100 questions were given for evaluation. As a result of the 
expert's assessment, 73% was obtained with a percentage.

VI. CONCLUSION

The article examines the method of sentence synthesis in 
the Kazakh language based on machine learning. Studies of 
currently existing synthesis technologies have been carried 
out, and a definition of the synthesis method has been given. 
Based on the research, the method of sentence synthesis in 
the Kazakh language was chosen. Currently, a parallel corpus 

of 60,000 questions and answers has been assembled in the 
Kazakh language. A model has been created for the synthesis 
of sentences in the Kazakh language based on a chatbot. A 
number of experiments were carried out using the Seq2Seq 
model. In the future, in order to improve the synthesis results, 
the goal is to increase the corpus and improve the indicator of 
parameters that directly affect the result. These are the 
planned work for future publications.
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